Manx Basking Shark 2017
by Jackie Hall, coordinator MBSW
The SPOT- 6 satellite tags from Wildlife Computers were kindly donated by the Manx Lottery Trust and by Sealife Blackpool.
Funds to support the research boat ‘Happy Jack’ 2016-2018 were given generously given to MBSW by DEFA.

1: The Manx Basking Shark Watch Public Sightings Scheme, 2017 season:
www.manxbaskingsharkwatch.org
2017 was yet another poor year for basking shark sightings, with only 94 basking shark sightings
reported in Manx waters.
Although the 2017 basking shark season was very poor the season came and went at the usual
times. The first early sighting was on April 27th. The first proper influx of sharks beginning as usual in
mid-May, on May 18th and the last shark report was on August 24th. This is the first year since we
started data collection in 2005 that we have had no reports after August.
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Graph 2: Given that the numbers of basking sharks reported was so low, the 2017 basking shark size ratio of small, medium-sized and
large sharks was similar to the overall pattern seen 2005-2016 (see graph 3 below).
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Graph 3: The size estimates of all the basking shark sightings 2005-2017 show a ‘bell curve’ typical of a natural population distribution.
That means that there are fewer very small and very big sharks and more middle-sized sharks. The good news is that this pattern in a
population shows that many basking sharks are surviving to become middle-sized sharks. This is known as having good ‘recruitment’
to the population.

The Manx Basking Shark Watch Public Sightings Scheme, 2017 season: The maps of the
monthly sightings reports April - August show that all the usual hotspots applied.

Map 1: The public has access to this data about basking shark sightings at http://www.manxbaskingsharkwatch.org/sightings-analysis/
This map shows all 94 basking shark reports from 2017. We would normally expect many hundreds of sightings per year.
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Map 2: The same map of all the 2017 reports without the Point of Ayre shark reports. It shows the usual pattern of sightings clustered
around the SW of the Isle of Man.

Map 3: April 2017. The beginning of the 2017 season saw just one basking shark report off Peel.
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Map 4: May 2017 saw 9 basking shark reports.

Map 5: June 2017: Only 37 basking shark reports. As explained in Graph 1 we would ‘normally’ hope for many hundred of reports in
June.
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Map 6: June 2017 not showing the Point of Ayre reports.

Map 7: July 2017: Only 41 basking shark reports in July. Again, we would normally expect many hundreds of reports in July.
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Map 8: July 2017 reports without Point of Ayre report.

Map 9: Only 6 reports of basking shark sightings in August 2017. In some years we have had hundreds! There were no reports in
September. This is very unusual.
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2: The MBSW Research Boat ‘Happy Jack’, her crew and equipment 2017: As in
2016 we used 8 local volunteers as the research boat crew, 6 of who have undergone powerboat
training. The research boat performed well. Jackie and Graham Hall acted as the core crew.

3: Satellite tagging of basking sharks using SPOT tags. 2017 results:
•
•
•

MBSW put one SPOT-6 satellite tag onto a female that we nicknamed ‘Mae’ on July 8th 2017.
2 SPOT – tags put on males ‘Derek’ and ‘Four Winns’ in 2016 continued providing data in
2017
1 SPOT- tag that we put on male ‘Flowrider’ in 2015 continued providing data in 2017

MAE: the basking shark is by-caught in a fishing net but information received may inform
policy to prevent excess basking shark capture: Tag sponsored by Manx Lottery Trust
The Manx Basking Shark Watch team on Happy Jack tagged one 6.5m-7.5m female basking shark
that we nicknamed ‘Mae’ on 8th July 2017. We did a full basking shark passport on her, taking dorsal
fin photos and a length estimate. 'Mae' has a sleek undamaged dorsal fin, a round, mature body and
evidence of what is probably a male's bite marks on one of her pectoral fin and scuff marks on her
pelvic fins. These marks may indicate that she has mated recently so it is possible that her plump
body may be hiding an interesting secret! We put her satellite tag on near the Drinking Dragon. See
what the public can see about Mae at
http://www.wildlifetracking.org/?tag_id=161289&dyn=1525274086. The taking of Mae’s ‘passport’ and
the putting on of her tag was without incident.
We didn't hear from her tag again until November 17th 2017 when she popped up in a familiar
basking shark over-wintering area, the Celtic Deep. We know from a previous paper containing Manx
Basking Shark Watch satellite tagging data (Stephan et al 2011) that this is an area where basking
sharks are often accidentally by-caught in fishing nets. See figure 28 on page 30 in Stephan et al
http://www.asso-apecs.org/IMG/pdf/Final_report_-_Sur_les_traces_du_requin_pelerin__Feb_2011.pdf
Unfortunately Mae had been accidentally caught in a fishing trawl in the Celtic Deep. Shortly after this
Mae’s tag signaled from the fishing village of Greencastle in Northern Ireland and I realized that she
and/or her tag must have been caught in a fishing net. The fisherman contacted me to let me know
that Mae had broken though the net and that she was most probably fine. This must often happen to
basking sharks as we often see them with net mark scars on their dorsal fins. The conversation with
the fisherman who caught Mae in his nets was extremely informative and likely to inform policy to
help fishermen avoid catching basking sharks. He said that they often get basking sharks in their nets
in the Celtic Deep and that once one shark has been caught in that net it has to be cleaned and dried
in the sun or it would just keep catching sharks. It seems that the fishermen working in that area
might be grateful to try the electrical shark deterrents that were discussed at a conference and
workshop in Paris in November 2016. He also said that normal practice by fishermen is to just throw
the tags that get caught in their nets overboard so it was fortunate for our research that he had a
more responsible attitude. He was pleased to get the £50 reward for returning the tag to us as his net
had been damaged and his catch lost.
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Map 10 Shows where ‘Mae’ was tagged off the Isle of Man. As she didn’t come to the surface at all we didn’t hear from her tag until it
was tangled up in a fishing net in the Celtic Deep at about 100m. We then see the tag transmitting from the Celtic Deep, the location
where it was revealed as being on the surface (probably the deck of the boat) and again when it gets to the fishing harbor in Northern
Ireland. The fisherman contacted me as a result of seeing the £50 reward notice that I’d put onto the tag.

As a result of this incident with this tag and the information that came out of it, all of the scientists who
have been tagging basking sharks in the NE Atlantic, MBSW, Dr Matt Witt and his colleagues at
Exeter University and Emmett Johnson in Northern Ireland, have joined forces to look afresh at their
data to see if there is a pattern to premature tag detachments that might indicate areas where
basking sharks are at particular risk of being by-caught.
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Photo 1: A basking shark fin, number 14 in the MBSW fin catalogue, showing damage that may have been caused by the shark having
been caught in a fishing net. This shark survived so hopefully so did Mae. We see quite a few basking sharks with similar damage.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Three of the tags put on in 2015 and 2016 were still transmitting in 2017
‘FLOWRIDER’: An international traveller, an 8m long male basking shark tagged 07/08/2015.
Tag sponsored by Sealife Blackpool.

Flowrider is the first satellite-tagged basking shark to repeatedly migrate from British to Moroccan
waters and back, keeping his tag on and transmitting for 804 days. The data obtained by his tag is
remarkable in many ways, most especially by the way it reveals his repeatedly utilization of the
stretch of water from Scotland to Southern Morocco, a distance of at least 3000km. See what the
public can see about Flowrider at http://www.wildlifetracking.org/index.shtml?tag_id=138610. This
huge male basking shark was well over 8m long but as big sharks do he had also 'bulked up'. He was
in a large group of at least 20 basking sharks that visited Manx waters for a single day on 7th August
2015. The Manx Basking Shark Watch research team tagged 3 of them, using all the tags that were
available to them.
Flowrider off Morocco: In January 2016 Flowrider became the first basking shark satellite tagged in
Manx waters to travel to waters off Morocco. That was exciting enough but the team could hardly
contain their delight when he repeatedly returned to waters offshore of Morocco on 15th November
2016, January 2017 and September 2017.
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Map 11: Flowrider’s SPOT satellite tag stayed on him and transmitting location information for 804 days, giving us an astounding
amount of information about how he utilized the marine ‘wildlife corridor’ from Morocco to NW Scotland.

Flowrider off France: Flowrider has shown a very interesting migratory pattern in other ways too.
After travelling from Manx waters and popping up off the Moroccan coast in January 2016 we didn't
hear from his tag again until 31st of March 2016 when it signaled as being up off the French coast.
He must have found a good surface plankton bloom to feed on offshore of La Rochelle as he kept on
coming to the surface there for 2 weeks. He then popped up for a day further north up the French
coast, near Brest.
Flowrider off Ireland and on BBC TV: In May 2016 Flowrider had been surface feeding off the
southern Irish coast for a week when James McCarthy took excellent drone video footage of
Flowrider's school! See http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-36333770. This is a powerful
reminder that although we think that we are tracking an individual basking shark he is often, or maybe
always, travelling in a school. Unfortunately it wasn't possible to identify Flowrider from the footage.
Flowrider then travelled to the north of Ireland.
Flowrider off the Straights of Gibraltar and 500km West of Lisbon, Portugal: Flowrider surprised
us yet again by apparently doing no surface feeding in the summer of 2017 and then popping up
again way West of the Straights of Gibraltar and feeding on the surface there for a week. We can
only wonder where he was for the whole of the whole summer of 2017. He gave his last signal 500km
West of Lisbon, Portugal on 19th October 2017 after his tag had been giving us excellent data for 804
days.
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An overview of long - distance basking shark migratory patterns. When we add the results of all
basking shark researchers together we start to see an overall pattern of seasonal migrations between
British, French, Spanish and Moroccan waters that will enable Marine planners to make informed
Marine Management decisions.
Dr Matt Witt of Exeter University has tagged some basking sharks in NW Scotland that have gone to
Moroccan waters. Graham Hall of MBSW was pleased to advise Dr Witt about how best to set up his
basking sharks tagging methodology and made the tagging and DNA equipment for his team. For
example these 2 sharks http://www.wildlifetracking.org/?tag_id=119854 and
http://www.wildlifetracking.org/index.shtml?tag_id=120498&full=1&lang=
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'DEREK': His tag was sponsored by the Manx Lottery Trust.
‘Derek’ is a 7m long male basking shark, had a full basking shark passport done and then he was
tagged at 19:20 on August 14th 2016, about 4km NW off Fleshwick on the Isle of Man. He was with
another male shark of about 5m length. Three days after we tagged him, on the 17th August, he had
swum half way to Ireland and popped up to the surface for and hour and a half. Like so many of our
tagged basking sharks he was obviously overwintering in the Celtic Deep as his tag transmitted from
the surface there in September and October. Then he went down again, not reappearing at the
surface again until June 6th when his tag came off in a well-known basking shark hotspot in NW
Scotland, just 8km West of the islands of Canna near Sanday and Rum. His tag had stayed on for
297 days.

Map 12: ‘Derek’ the basking shark spent some time feeding in the Irish Sea soon after he was tagged. Then he made us a little nervous
by repeatedly surfacing in the Celtic Deep, the same area where one of our other tagged basking sharks ‘Mae’ was caught in a net.

See what the public can see about Derek at http://www.wildlifetracking.org/?tag_id=161267.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'FOUR WINNS': His tag was sponsored by the Manx Lottery Trust.
‘Four Winns’ is a rather feisty 6 m long male basking shark that the team put a SPOT 6 satellite tag
onto on 9th June 2016. He was off Niarbyl on the West coat of the Isle of Man, in a loose feeding
group of 3 basking sharks with another 5 nearby. This shark exhibited some very unusual behaviors
to both us and to another boat the day before we tagged him. The day before we tagged him a family
was out in their small speedboat when a shark, possibly the same one we named Four Winns the
following day, suddenly approached the boat very quickly and splashed the occupants. The family
was very surprised by this. They then spotted it watching them under the boat. It held this unusual
position for several minutes. The family videoed this behavior and the video clip appeared in a news
article on BBC online. ‘Four Winns’ is named for this family’s boat. Four Winns displayed similar
behavior towards the basking shark research boat Happy Jack when we were photographing him
from some distance.

Map 13: ‘Four Winns’ is one of our better-travelled tagged basking sharks. First he went to the Faroe Islands, then he popped up in the
Bay of Biscay before heading to spend some time feeding off the French coast off La Rochelle where another of our tagged shark
“Flowrider’ spent some time feeding the year before. His tag came off near the Norwegian coast.

We were delighted if a little concerned when, 2 months after he was tagged, he popped up near the
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Faroe Islands on14th August 2016. However, residents there assure me that they do not hunt basking
sharks, only cetaceans.
As you can see on map 13 he surfaced several times in the Bay of Biscay over the winter. Dr Matt
Witt’s team has also had basking sharks spending time at the surface here so this area may be an
important winter-feeding area.
Four Winns surfaced several times off the Northern coast of Spain in early April. Come the middle of
April 2017 he delighted us by popping up offshore of La Rochelle, France, exactly where our shark
FLOWRIDER spent nearly 2 weeks in April 2016.
On 7th October 2017 he became the first satellite-tagged basking shark to be tracked to off the
Norwegian coast. His tag had come off. As you can se on map 13 we let his tag transmit for some
time after detachment, hoping that it would hit land and provide a local media story for the old
basking shark fishing nation that is Norway but it stopped transmitting just before it hit land.
See what the public can see about Four Winns at http://www.wildlifetracking.org/?tag_id=161266.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Manx Basking Shark Watch plans to put 6 SPOT 6 satellite tags on basking sharks in 2018, subject
to getting a scientific license from DEFA.
See more about all the satellite tagged basking sharks at
http://www.wildlifetracking.org/search.shtml?keyword=&name=&project_title=&species=Basking+Sha
rk&gender=&country=&type=release
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4: Basking Shark Passports: We only got 5 full passports with genetics samples. This was
because of the lack of basking shark sightings, not from lack of effort. We obtained 5 skin slime
samples for DNA analysis. These will be sent to Aberdeen University, to Dr Cath Jones and Dr Les
Noble, for DNA analysis, as are all such samples from MBSW.

5: Scientific papers published or in process:
1: Doherty, P.D., Baxter, J.M., Godley, B.J., Graham, R.T., Hall, G., Hall, J., Hawkes, L.A.,
Henderson, S.M., Johnson, L., Speedie, C. & Witt, M.J. (2017) Testing the boundaries: Seasonal
residency and inter-annual site fidelity of basking sharks in a proposed marine protected area.
Biological Conservation, 209, 68–75. See
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/313684123_Testing_the_boundaries_Seasonal_residency_
and_inter-annual_site_fidelity_of_basking_sharks_in_a_proposed_Marine_Protected_Area
2: Doherty, P.D., Baxter, J.M., Gell, F.R., Godley, B.J., Graham, R.T., Hall, G., Hall, J., Hawkes, L.A.,
Henderson, S.M., Johnson, L., Speedie, C. & Witt, M.J. (2017) Long-term satellite tracking reveals
variable seasonal migration strategies of basking sharks in the north-east Atlantic. Scientific Reports,
7, doi:10.1038/srep42837. See also https://www.nature.com/articles/srep42837
•
•
•

More papers are planned using the satellite data.
The MBSW public sightings data will produce a paper.
There are still issues with the genetics paper. It is stuck at the review stage.

8: Facebook and the MBSW Webpage and mapping reporting scheme
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The Manx Basking Shark Watch Facebook page has been hugely popular with 3,600 followers see
(https://www.facebook.com/ManxBaskingSharkWatch/). It is a very successful tool for raising the
profile of basking sharks with many of the posted stories reaching 10,000 people.
The Manx Basking Shark Watch website has an excellent reporting scheme that is working very well.
It is being updated and improved all the time. See www.manxbaskingsharkwatch.
Fuzzilogic Solutions of Douglas are currently developing MBSW an iPhone app to enable the public
to report their basking sharks by smart phone. There are 3 versions of the A4 poster advertising this
(email attachment to Peter Duncan). The QR codes will, hopefully, be working by the end of May
2017.
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